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END OF YEAR

Title IX
director
removed

BASH 2018

By Lauren Bennett
NEWS CONTENT MANAGER

Utah State University Title IX director
Stacy Sturgeon will no longer serve in her
position. The role will temporarily be filled
by Scott Bodily, a Title IX specialist and
former detective with the Logan City Police
Department. The announcement was made
Wednesday by USU President Noelle
Cockett, and came via email to all USU
students. The announcement comes after
the investigation into USU’s piano program
released its findings earlier this month. On
April 6, in response to the report, Cockett
announced “leadership changes” within the
Title IX office. In the email, Cockett said
“more changes are planned for the AA/EO
Office,” which will include hiring additional
staff and a “prevention specialist.”
“These changes will help us more effectively prevent future sexual misconduct and
discrimination, thereby enhancing the
safety of our campus,” the email stated.
The change comes while the university is
in the midst of an investigation by the
United States Department of Justice, and
has come under fire for its reported
mishandling of several high-profile sexual
assault cases, including that of former USU
football player Torrey Green, former Sigma
Chi fraternity member Jason Relopez and a
slew of gender-based complaints made
against faculty members of USU’s piano
program.
“I value the well-being of everyone in our
campus community. Utah State University
offers several resources to help those who
have experienced sexual misconduct,” Cockett said in the email.
— laurenmarie.bennett@aggiemail.usu.edu
@laurmarben

USU announces
new provost
By Lauren Bennett
NEWS CONTENT MANAGER

Frank Galey, the current dean of the College

of Agriculture and Natural Resources at the

University of Wyoming, is Utah State University’s new executive vice president and provost,
effective Aug. 1. “We are so pleased to

welcome Dean Galey to Utah State,” Cockett
said in a press release. “He has had a distinguished and successful career as a faculty

member and in university administration. The

knowledge and experience he brings with him
is a great next step for him and us.”

Larry Smith, the interim provost for the past

18 months, said in a press release he is
confident Galey is up to the task.

“Frank will be a great fit for USU because of

his land-grant and regional experience,” Smith
said. “I’ve enjoyed all the time I’ve spent with
Frank and find him to be very bright, insightful, energetic, compassionate and gracious. I
think he will complement the university

administration and partner with President

Cockett to help USU students, faculty and staff
achieve greater success for years to come.”

Galey’s candidacy for provost was announced

in February, and his campus interview was
held the same month. There were initially

three candidates in the search for provost who
were considered in the fall semester of 2017.
— laurenmarie.bennett@aggiemail.usu.edu
@laurmarben

New Politics lead singer David
Boyd performs at the annual
End of Year Bash concert, held
in the Spectrum on Saturday
evening. New Politics was
joined by Flor and Us the Duo.
Photo by Megan Nielsen

McEwen headed to Marquette
By Jason Walker
SPORTS EDITOR

Having already announced his decision to

Toronto (though still a 10-hour drive).

Guard/forward DeAngelo Isby announced his

and 9-9 in Big East play thanks to their guard

suit just over two weeks later on March 30.

Last season, the Golden Eagles went 21-14

transfer, former Utah State guard Koby

tandem of Andrew Rowsey and Markus

the Marquette Golden Eagles.

per game. Marquette will lose Rowsey, who

Goodman. Soon after Goodman broke the

a sophomore and will be a senior when

ing statement on his account.

sits out next season.

circle and all the schools/coaches that

Conference Freshman of the Year in 2016-17,

being said, I’m proud to announce that I’ll be

per game (32.3) and points per game (15.6)

University. #GoGoldenEagles.”

and assists (3.2)

sin, is considerably closer to his hometown of

from this past season to be granted a transfer.

intention March 15, with McEwen following
McEwen’s decision to transfer came four

Howard who both averaged over 20 points

days after USU named Craig Smith as the

The news was first reported by ESPN’s Jeff

was a senior this past season, but Howard is

university announced that Tim Duryea had

news on Twitter, McEwen posted the follow-

McEwen is able to take to the court after he

McEwen has now settled on a destination:

“I would like to thank God, my family, inner

McEwen, the former Mountain West

recruited me during this process! With that

had the second-highest average of minutes

furthering my college career at Marquette

and the highest average of rebounds (5.4)

Marquette, located in Milwaukee, Wiscon-

The 6-foot-4 sophomore is the second player

new head coach and 19 days after the

been “relieved of his duties” following the
Aggies’ 17-17 finish last season.

Smith has already made moves to replace

McEwen's production. On April 17, Smith

announced that Tauriawn Knight, a 6-foot-1

prep guard out of Oklahoma, will play for the
Aggies next season. Knight averaged 19.2

points per game along with 3.8 rebounds and
3.6 assists as a senior with Edmond Santa Fe

High School, leading them to the 6A championship game.
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FROM LOGAN TO WASHINGTON
USU professor announces plans to run for House of Representatives seat

By Alison Berg
NEWS SENIOR WRITER

Utah State University adjunct professor Eric

Eliason has recently announced his decision to
leave the classrooms of Huntsman Hall for a
shot at the United States Capitol.

Eliason, born and raised in Southern Idaho, is

running against Republican incumbent Rep.

Rob Bishop to represent Utah’s 1st Congressional District in the United States House of
Representatives.

Though his political views lean toward the

Republican side, Eliason is running on the

United Utah Party ticket. Created in April of

2017, the United Utah Party brands itself as a
moderate party in the midst of “extreme

partisan politics,” according to its website.

“We really feel like we represent the moder-

ate majority,” Eliason said. “The general

election has been pretty predetermined a lot of
time, and what we have to say is ‘hey, there’s a
new choice, a new way of looking at it, and
your voice counts now.’”

After graduating from Brigham Young

University and receiving his Master of Business
Administration from the University of Pennsylvania, Eliason sought a career working in

management for various businesses in Davis
and Cache Counties.

Eliason has always taken an interest in

politics – he studied finance and international

relations at BYU, but never pictured himself as
a politician until recently.

“In the 2016 election, we had Hillary Clinton

and Donald Trump and I think for a lot of

people they just didn’t match up on either

side,” he said. Eliason added that in February,
2016, as the presidential race grow closer, he

grew more disgusted with the political climate
on both sides of the aisle.

“Like a lot of people, I hoped that somebody

on a national level would come in and it

would make sense,” he said. “I was watching

the race pretty well, watching who was getting

into it, and I was not

liking a lot of what was
going on.”

As he followed Bishop’s

decisions and looked
further into his campaign donors — the

majority of which came

from the casinos and oil

and gas industries — he
thought “wait, this is

totally wrong, we need
to change this.”

After talking with his

wife and four kids, he

announced his decision
to run on a platform of
moderate policies on

education, immigration
and other issues.

“It was a little like

jumping off a cliff into
ice water making that
decision,” he said.

Eliason added he has a

strong disgust for what
he sees as politicians

being bought by special
interest groups.

PHOTO BY Cameo Tamala
Utah State adjunct professor Eric Eliason has announced his intentions to step away from teaching to run against Rep. Rob Bishop to represent Utah’s 1st Congressional
District in the U.S. House of Representatives.

“It’s cyclical — special

interests give to a campaign, then they get
some sort of benefit in return and it just

cycles,” he said, referencing Bishop’s donations
from the oil and gas industries as well as his
views on little to no regulation of extraction
on public lands.

His disgust for major corporate donations

aligns heavily with that of the United Utah

Party, which boasts campaign finance limits as
one of its core beliefs.

Though he has no prior political experience,

Eliason believes his business background has
prepared him well for what he sees as issues
that need to be resolved in Congress.

“When innovation matters, that’s something

the federal government doesn’t have anymore.
It’s slow and it’s bureaucratic,” he said.

Eliason also said he hopes to find a perma-

nent solution for allowing Deferred Action for
Childhood Arrival recipients to stay in the
country.

“DACA recipients, they grew up here, they’re

part of our culture, they’re contributors,” he
said. “We’re in a very tight, hot economy in
Utah.They’re an asset and a value. They’re
really a key part, and we do have to have
mechanisms to have them involved.”

Eliason is facing six other candidates in the

race to represent Utah’s 1st District, which

includes all of Cache, Box Elder, Daggett,

Duchesne, Morgan, Rich, Summit, Uintah and
Weber Counties, and a portion of Davis
County.

Challenging 16-year incumbent Rob Bishop

s

m

s
are Democrats Lee Castillo and Kurt Weiland, t
Republicans Chadwick Fairbanks III and Kevin b

Probasco, Green Party candidate Adam Davis, o
and United Utah Party candidate Eric Eliason. a
The primary election will be held June 26

m
and the general election Nov. 6. More informa-t
tion can be found at ballotpedia.org.
— alisonberg28@gmail.com
@Alison__berg

s

s

C
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Aggie Dreamers hold vigil for undocumented Americans
By Naomi Ward
NEWS STAFF WRITER

Around 40 community members, Utah State

University students and faculty attended a

candlelight vigil outside Old Main Wednesday
night. The USU club Aggie Dreamers United
organized the event to raise awareness of

undocumented students in the community.

Sofia Rodriguez started Aggie Dreamers in

August 2017 as a student-run organization
through the Access and Diversity Center to
help undocumented students find the

resources they need to gain an education and
be successful.

At the vigil, she shared the story of finding

out her undocumented status as a young

Rodriguez said she hoped the event would

teenager and being able to stay in the United

help bring more community support for the

Childhood Arrivals. Last year, her mother was

mented and raise awareness of the impacts

States as a recipient of Deferred Action for
deported to Argentina.

“It changed my life,” she said. “It really

shapes the way I think and see the world.”

“Immigration is an issue that is coming to

light in America,” Rodriguez said. “We felt a
vigil was the best way to bring a human

perspective and show the issue for what it

many students at Utah State who are undocuundocu-

“We planned this event because we would

like people to hear these stories and try to
understand them.”

Morales said some of the ways students can

We hope we can help
students not feel so
isolated.

mented
status

has on
their

lives.

— Angelica Traslavina

“Our

show support

include calling

local representa-

tives in support of
the Dream Act,

doing research on

American immigra-

really is – a human rights issue.”

organization is still small, and we’re hoping

tion and DACA, and being understanding of

about DACA but didn’t realize the impact it

Rodriguez said. “I think that it can be hard to

tion status, even if you are friends.

Senior Stephen Baker said, “I had heard

had on so many people. What you’re fighting
for is just.”

this event will at least spark some interest,”

gather that attention because there’s a lot of
miscommunication and a general lack of

knowledge regarding immigration.”

Angelica Traslavina, a USU

student and member of Aggie

Dreamers, said the organization
is not just for DACA students,
but for anyone to wishes to

learn about the issues undocumented students face and how

only 16.

Lopez shared his experience receiving

documentation through the Immigration

dents not feel so isolated. It can

allowed to continue his education, only to

yourself,” Traslavina said.

USU student Ketzel Morales

recently started becoming

involved in Aggie Dreamers
United.
PHOTO BY Sydney Oliver
Dr. Crescencio López-González, an assistant professor of Latinx studies at Utah State, read a poem during the vigil that he had written. López said he can relate to
the students because he struggled to gain citizenship after coming to the United States 30 years ago.

Mentor of the Year. Lopez came to the United

scholarships or financial aid.

be hard to express that part of

“I want to be an advocate for

these students,” Morales said.

b

b

d

t

Crescencio Lopez teaches Spanish and is

States illegally 30 years ago, when he was

“We hope we can help stu-

p

States,” Morales said. “This is our home.”

experience of having a hard

undocumented student, such as

m

h
Morales said people need to understand that
p
undocumented students aren’t trying to
b
necessarily hide or keep something a secret.
w
“They’re really just trying to be careful,” she
t
said.
t
She said it’s “scary” to live in fear of
t
deportation or of losing your family. “A lot of
s
students are brought here very young and
f
don’t know any country but the United

USU’s 2018 Undergraduate Research Faculty

time finding resources as an

r

those who don’t want to share their immigra-

to support them.

Traslavina also shared her

o

Reform and Control Act of 1986 and being

d

c

a

f

w

w

t

have his legal status stripped from him in his
second year at college.

“I have been in their shoes,” Lopez said. “I

believe that giving these students a path to
legal status would change the future.”

— naomiyokoward@aggiemail.usu.edu
@naomiyokoward

b

c
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Club Spotlight:
Productive
Meditation club offers
Study Breaks USUSA
students a place to de-stress
By Lauren Bennett
NEWS CONTENT MANAGER

Utah State University Student Association’s

Meditation Club was created by Jake Grossman in 2014. According to Grossman, “the

main goal of the club is to promote awareness
and practice mindful meditation.” Some

students also see the club as a weekly haven
for those who wish to practice meditation,
especially in a group setting.

“We get a very good mixture of all walks of life

here. It is very unifying to be a part of,” said

Nick Grooms, president of the Meditation club.
Grooms welcomes anybody to the club, no

matter level of mediation experience. All he

asks is that people come with an open mind
PHOTO BY Rilee Scoresby

By Shelby Black
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER

When having a last minute study session you
want to be able to make the most of it. Many
times students will be feeling so tired in the
middle of studying or just become too easily
distracted by other things that are happening
around them. A key point to making study time
worthwhile is to take efficient study breaks.
Melanie Chambers is a learning specialist at the
Utah State University Academic Success Center.
Chambers and others are available to help
students with ways to study and take productive
breaks.
“I know I’m ready for this when I try to read my
textbook and I’ve read the same paragraph over
and over again,” Chambers said. “I reach this
- point when I have lost my concentration.
She said taking a break at that point is “like
hitting a “reset” button on a computer.” It can also

and be willing to open yourself up to the
practice of meditation.

“We get a chance to support each other

spiritually and mentally here with our practice,” said Grooms.

Tony Alder has been coming to mediate for a

month now. Alder joined the club after seeing
a flyer posted for it in the ARC.

“Meditation club isn’t your typical club.

Instead of having the normal interactive

experience with club members, we interact
with our flow of thoughts,” said Alder.

Meditations are held every week, and all are

student led. Each member of the club takes a

week to introduce their meditation techniques,
silent or guided.

Marissa Taylor, a student at Utah State, came to

the meditation club because of a class requirement. She had never meditated before, and

didn’t know what to expect. After meditating for
see “Meditation” PAGE 9

be thought of as the reward for doing hard work.”
Here are some ideas to help get the most out of
break time.

Get A Snack
Students can be motivated by having a treat
after a few math problems. Preferably during this
break healthy foods like a fruit or whole food
would be best, but if the only thing available is
candy that is fine too. Walking to one of the
on-campus cafes will provide students with a
variety of options for food.

Get Moving
Do any type of physical activity during a break.
Take a walk around campus to breathe in some
fresh air. Hit the gym to take out frustrations on
punching bags or weights. Doing yoga or
stretching will help relax muscles and refocus the
mind on the task at hand.

PHOTO BY Erica McNeill

see “Breaks” PAGE 9

t
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Studying with efficiency
By Neshamah Weiss
STUDENT LIFE COPY EDITOR

pencil for random information that may

Attend SI sessions:
If SI sessions are available, make sure to

With finals week quickly approaching it can

pertain to the subject. By color coding, a study

attend as many as possible. Usually if a class

With projects due and final exams approach-

information and makes that the brain’s

sessions held in order to prep students for

be hard to determine what to study and how.

guide it draws the eyes to the most important

ing, juggling different study guides can lead to

priority.

a lot of confusion. Here are some study

strategies to help organize subjects and make
studying more efficient.

Color coding:
To prevent study guides from melting into a

Use a calendar:
When studying it can be easy to lose track of

time or be hard to prioritize which subject to
study. Use an app like Google calendars to

has a TA or offers SI sessions, there are master
their upcoming final. Go prepared with

questions on the subject as well as whatever
study materials the class has provided.

Complete practice tests:
Complete practice tests on each subject to

mark when finals are and block out time to

find gaps in knowledge to study for. The

two hours per subject and set a phone alert as

not known is by taking a practice test. Make a

jumbled mess of information, try color coding

study according to the layout. Try blocking out

the most important information or phrases,

a reminder to study.

notes into three categories. Use a red pen for
PHOTO BY Rilee Scoresby

blue for definitions and details, and a plain

easiest way to determine what is known and

see “Study” PAGE 9

PAGE 4

Study music for the soul

By Kortni Wells
STUDENT LIFE SENIOR WRITER

Utah State University students are gearing up
for the end of the semester, getting ready to
soak up the sun and leave the books behind
for three months. But before Logan can be left
behind, the dreaded finals week must be
conquered first.
While there are many ways to combat the
dreaded finals week, one of the most popular
ways for students to find stress relief is to cue
up their perfect playlist.
Many students use music as a chance to
escape the real world and take time just to
breathe before tackling the final weeks of their
semester. Others use music as background
noise to help them focus on their studies.
Here are some playlists for listening pleasure:

Disney/Piano

Anything with the words relaxing, Disney and
piano in the title that can be found on
YouTube. These playlists offer a variety of
favorite piano covers of Disney songs.
Melissa Jensen, a biology major, said Piano
Guys are her go-to jam for studying.
“There are no words so it’s less distracting,”
Jensen said. “They do a lot of covers of
popular songs, so it’s more upbeat in my
opinion.”
Along with Disney piano music, other
popular Disney soundtracks are a common
choice for many college students. Anything

from “Hercules” and “Moana” to “Tangled”
and “Lion King,” with an energetic, upbeat
tempo easy to sing along to.

Alternative Rock

Shelby Matthews, a special education major,
enjoys background noise while she studies.
“I like listening to Coldplay while I work, so
it’s always been what I do,” Matthews said.
“80s rock obviously doesn’t work because then
I’ll bust out singing. This is good because it’s
more low-key.”

Movie Soundtracks

Some students choose popular movie
soundtracks to study to, to help ease their
minds and stretch their creativity. “Pirates of
the Caribbean” is among the favorite for many
students, including Elissa Sump.
“Honestly the reason why I listen to Pirates,
is because it makes me feel powerful,” Sump
said. “Like ‘yeah you can do that quiz,’ or
‘yeah, you can write that seven-page essay. You
got this.’”
Video game soundtracks as well as intense
soundtracks from high action movies are also
a hit choice.
Janet Strong is a double-major in business
administration and marketing who enjoys
listening to soundtracks from movies such as
“Star Trek,” “Harry Potter” and “Narnia,” to
name a few.
“When you listen to a high-intensity
soundtrack, it’s often when characters are in
battle or are making decisions,” Sharp said. “I

feel like that goes hand in hand with finals.
You are making critical decisions about what
to study, and the battle to get the best grade.”

Musicals

Others choose musicals, simply because they
provide just the right amount of background
noise, and the least amount of distractions.
Juan Jimenez finds himself listening to the
“Greatest Showman” on repeat.
“It helps keep my thoughts together, helps me
stay focused and keeps me smiling,” Jimenez
said.
Brad Payne, a student studying mechanical
engineering also listens to soundtracks. One of
his favorites is “Hamilton.”
“I find I’m more focused on the study
material, instead of the music, because it isn’t
too attention-grabbing,” Payne said.

New Age

Tayli Craner, an environmental engineering
major, listens to the singer Enya to help her
study.
“I love Enya because sometimes it’s a little
more upbeat than some of the same piano and
instrumental songs I listen to, but it still has
the same relaxing feel,” Craner said. “I have a
hard time listening to pop music or anything
too loud because it just distracts me and blurs
my thinking.”
— kortni.marie.wells@aggiemail.usu.edu
@kortniwells
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Sleeping
through
dead
week
By Kyle Fasching
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER

According to the Academic Success Center on

campus, sleeping is one of the most important
things that students can do to become
successful.

Research observed by the ASC shows that

people who are sleep deprived perform worse
on thinking and performance tests than those
who are not.

Utah State University students have their

own way of maintaining sleep schedules and

improvise to find ways to be alert and perform
demanding tasks assigned in college.

“Like every well adjusted college student, I

start an intravenous coffee drip and leave it

running the entirety of the week. Then, I crash

for three days,” said USU student Marie Rosenberg.

When asked how she maintains her sleep

schedule, USU student Lilly Silver she doesn’t
have one.

“You just die a little each day and regenerate

saturday,” she said.

USU student Emily Mortensen said she starts

the day early so she can be productive.

“I find that when I wake up earlier than

normal I tend to get more stuff done throughout the day. When no one is awake, I have no
distractions,” she said.

To counter the issue of a lack of sleep the

ASC offers useful tips and professional advice
for students to get a better nights rest and
become more productive.

Create a nightly routine
Selective bedtimes and consistent behavior

PHOTO BY Rilee Scoresby

PHOTO BY Tim Carpenter

Secret study spots
By Shelby Black
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER

During dead week and finals week, the

library can be packed with students doing last
minute studying and it can be difficult to find
a space to focus.

Utah State University’s campus has many

Communications major, said this location
works best for her.

“I like to be surrounded by people when I am

studying, so The Hub is the place where I go,”
she said.

Within the Merrill Cazier Library there are

hundreds of tables and desks to work at. The

different places one can seek out to study.

main areas of the first, second, and third floors

go-to study spots.

some peace and quiet can head to the edges of

Here are some locations students say are their

are often more crowded. Student who want

A building that has some unique spaces to hit

the library. The further away from the main

lobby the quieter it will get.

For a unique study space try the Natural

before bedtime leads to increased relaxation
and ability to fall asleep. Try reading, listening to calming music or other peaceful

activities before sleep. All of these create

habits that better prepare the body to begin
sleeping.

The bed is for sleeping
Performing activities such as studying,

Resources building lobby. There are lots of

watching TV or other daily activities unrelated

interior decoration will also add a log cabin

likelihood of the body forming a habit of

different seating options and tables. The

to sleeping in your bed will reduce the

feel to the study environment.

falling asleep when it is finally time to lay in

— shelby.black@aggiemail.usu.edu
@shelbsterblack

bed and get some rest.

Careful with caffeine and other
drugs
see “Sleep” PAGE 9

the books is Huntsman Hall. One student that
spends many of his days studying is Josh

Salisbury, a biochemistry major. He enjoys
using Huntsman Hall.

“I like to go to the fourth floor by the patio. It

is pretty nice and there is usually not a lot of

people there. It also has a ton of natural light,”
Salisbury said.

Huntsman Hall has many different couch

spaces to study on. Along with the couches

there are 60 group study rooms that students
can use.

The engineering building also has a variety of

places to study in. Utah State University

Student Association President Michael Scott
Peters said he enjoys to study on the third
floor of the engineering building.

“These spots are nice because they allow you

to study into the early hours of the morning
without much interruption,” Peters said.

The engineering building is also late night

study friendly because its classrooms stay
open for students to study in.

For students who need to print or use a

computer while studying, there are several

computer labs around campus. The Taggart
Student Center computer lab is usually the

busiest. The computer labs in the Family Life

building and the Agriculture Science building
often have fewer people in them.

A common study spot can be found at The

Hub. It may be busy during the day, but in the
evenings it clears out. Gorety Ramirez, Global

PHOTO BY Bryn Wynder
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U ta h stat e s m a n 5 0 M OST I N F LU E N T I A L

SPENCER COX

FELICIA GALLEGOS

VAL POTTER

TIM VITALE

ALISON BERG

LARRY SMITH

JOHN FERGUSON

MIKE KUEHN

AGGIE SHUTTLE
DRIVERS

Lt. Gov. Spencer Cox
graduated from Utah State
in 1998 with a degree in
political science.
He was appointed as
lieutenant governor in 2013.

Felicia Gallegos works for the
SAAVI office as an outreach
and advocacy specialist
and is a student pursuing
a master’s degree in social
work.

Val Potter, USU alumnus,
is currently the republican
Utah representative of
House District 3. He is also
the executive director of
development in USU’s College
of Engineering.

Tim Vitale has been the
executive director
of public relations at Utah
State University since 2011.

Alison Berg is the senior
writer for The Utah
Statesman’s news team. She
is this year’s print student of
the year and winner of this
year’s CHaSS Legacy Award.

Larry Smith, the current
interim provost, has been
fulfilling the duties of the
office since Noelle Cockett
left it to become president in
January 2017.

John Ferguson is a senior
lecturer of management in
the Jon M. Huntsman School
of Business.

Utah State University Police
Chief Mike Kuehn has chosen
to spend the final stretch of
his 32-year law enforcement
career as an Aggie.

Utah State University’s Aggie
Shuttle drivers provide
transportation for up to 8,500
people each day – over one
million people each year.

CARLY THORNHILL

JACKIE SULLIVAN

SAM MERRILL

CAPS REACH Peer, HURD
Committee

Economics Senior, CoPresident of Huntsman
Scholars.

USU Basketball Guard

NOELLE COCKETT

President Noelle Cockett has
spent the last 28 years as an
Aggie – climbing the ladder
from assistant professor to
provost and vice president,
and lastly: the first woman to
hold the presidential title.

MICHAEL SCOTT
PETERS

TORYN COOMBS

MIKE BOOTH

DILLON MAGGARD

LEXIE JENKINS

PAULINA RIVERA-SOTO

JOE ARATARI

2017-18 USUSA
President

2017-18 USUSA series
director

2017-18 and 201819 USUSA Regional
Campus President

Cross Country Athlete,
2018 Robin’s Award
Athlete of the Year

Students for Choice Club
President

Student Alumni
Association Campus
Outreach Director

2017-18 USUSA Student
Events VP

DENNIS DOLNY

JOE WARD

DONNA GILBERTSON

PAUL FJELDSTED

LAURA DOTSON

CRESCENCIO LOPEZGONZALEZ

Late head of USU health
departments. Dr. Dolny
tragically passed away
earlier this year.

College of Humanities
and Social Sciences
Dean

Psychology Professor

Economics and Finance
Professor

USU-Eastern Nursing
Program Coordinator

Assistant Professor of
LatinX Studies

DENNIS KOHLER

KIMBERLEIGH
HADFIELD

KARI OLSEN

SHANNON PETERSON

Academic Success
Director and Instructor

Temporary Instructor
for the Math and
Statistics Department

Assistant Professor in
the Huntsman School of
Business

Director of Global
Programming for the
Institute of Government
and Politics

JAY BOLLWINKEL

BOBBY WAGNER

BRIAN TARBET

DUSTY PETERSEN

JALEN MOORE

NATHAN ALDER

SPENCER NELSON

TIM STEWART

TREVOR SEAN OLSEN

SIAN SMITH

Landscape Architecture,
1987
Principal/partner with
MGB+A: The Grassli
Group

Business, 2012
Seattle Seahawks
and First Team All-Pro
linebacker

Political Science and
Business, 1973
Major General in
National Guard

Public Health, 2016
USU Recruitment
Specialist

Business, 2017
Former NBA prospect

History, 1991
Attorney with law firm
Christensen & Jensen

Finance and Accounting,
2005
USU Men’s Basketball
Assistant Coach 20162018

Political Science, 1992
Government relations
consultant, lobbyist, U.S
Oil and Gas Association
VP

Finance, 2016
Former USUSA
president; product
manager intern with LDS
Church

Liberal Arts, 2012
USU Alumni Relations
Development Director

KRYSTIN DESCHAMPS

YVONNE KOBE

TAYLOR ADAMS

KARALEE RANSOM

SHANE RICHARDS

MATT JENSEN

AMANDA DERITO

SUZANNE THORPE

JOHN HARTWELL

LINDA ZIMMERMAN

Director of Student
Conduct and
Community Standards

Exploratory Adviser for
Pre-Health and Biology

Project Coordinator for
Regional Campuses,
USU Alumnus

College of Science
Academic Adviser for
Physics

Landscape Operations
& Maintenance Director,
Logan Campus

College of Engineering
PR and Marketing
Director

Sexual Misconduct and
Information Outreach
Coordinator

Student Affairs Office
Administrative Assistant

USU’s Athletics Director

Student Involvement
and Leadership Center
Director
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SPORTS

Aggies hire new assistants

USU Softball earns
series win against

Utah State men’s basketball coach Craig Smith sticks to his
guns by bringing in two familiar faces from South Dakota
New Mexico
By Matt Harris
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

USU Head Men’s Basketball Coach Craig

Smith introduced two new faces to the USU

program earlier today, but they weren’t new
to him at all.

Utah State Athletics announced this after-

noon that Eric Peterson and Austin Hansen
will join the men’s basketball team as

assistant coaches to Smith after both of them

previously coached with him at South Dakota
prior to his hiring by the Aggies at the end of
last season. Peterson and Hansen coached

with Smith throughout his four-year tenure at
USD.

At South Dakota, Hansen worked with the

guard position while Peterson worked with

the frontcourt, Smith said, and are cited by
Smith as “a major reason” for the Coyotes’

unprecedented level of success in those four

years. “Austin and Eric are the total package,”
Smith said. “They are great coaches, recruit-

ers, and mentors for the men in our program.”

Hansen coached the guards at USD to rank

second for two consecutive years in turnovers

48-21 record in the last two years, and took

the team to the National Invitational Tournament.

“My family and I could not be more excited

per game while being one of the top teams in

to be at Utah State. The tradition and fan

addition, South Dakota led the Summit

men’s basketball program is second to none,”

the Summit League in creating turnovers. In
League in field goal percentage last season,
shooting over 47 percent from the field.

Prior to coaching at USD, Hansen coached at

South Dakota State, mentoring SDSU’s

all-time leading scorer and 2013 NBA draft
pick, Nate Wolters.

Peterson coached the bigs at South Dakota,

mentoring a first-team All-Summit League

forward in Tyler Flack, who averaged over 15
points per game last year. Peterson also took

the charge of scheduling for the Coyotes, and

last year alone, South Dakota played contests
against UCLA, TCU, and even Duke.

Together with Smith, the coaching trio

support that has been associated with the

Peterson said. “The opportunity to continue
to work for coach Smith and be part of the
Aggie community is a privilege. I look

forward to helping build this program into a
contender in the Mountain West.”

“I’m excited and extremely grateful to be

joining coach Smith and his staff at Utah

State,” Hansen said. “He’s a proven winner at
every level and always does it the right way.
The history, tradition and support of USU

basketball makes this a great opportunity for
me. Our family is really looking forward to
being a part of the Aggie family.”

revamped the South Dakota program into a

@snowmatt1417

contender in the Summit League, achieving a

By Lauren Lomeli
SPORTS STAFF WRITER

The Utah State softball team traveled to

Albuquerque, N.M. last weekend for a series

of games against the Lobos. The Aggies were
able to earn the series win by taking two of
the three games.

Friday’s game ended in the Aggies favor with

a 1-0 win to start off the weekend. Sophomore pitcher Kellie White recorded a ca-

reer-high of 12 strikeouts, which is the most

in a game by a Utah State pitcher since 2015.
On Saturday USU fell to New Mexico 8-5.

The two teams took turns leading for the

majority of the game, with the Lobos starting
off in control by earning the first run of the

game in the bottom of the third. The Aggies
quickly responded by tying the score in the

top of the fourth, while senior catcher Brina

Buttacavoli popped one over the center field
fence and came up with a three run home
run. Even after a three run home run, the
Lobos came back to take control in the

bottom of the sixth inning after battling back
and forth for the crown, and ultimately won
the contest.

The weekend series ended in Utah State’s

favor, with a Sunday tally of 5-1. The Aggies
were first on the board in the top of the

second inning with a single to right field by
sophomore Allanah Alvarado followed by a
homerun from junior Bailey Lewis. Sopho-

more Devan Sperry then hit a double and was
able to make it across the plate after senior
Jazmin Clarke hit a single, but was then
thrown out on her way to second.

Utah State will participate in three non-con-

ference games this upcoming week, where the
week will kick off with a game against BYU

on Wednesday, April 25 at 6:00 p.m. Following that game, USU will travel to McKinney,
PHOTOS COURTESY OF USU Athletics
Austin Hansen (left) and Eric Peterson (right) were recently named assistant coaches for the USU men’s basketball team. They were both assistants at South Dakota under newly-hired head coach Craig Smith.

Texas, to play two games against Louisiana
Tech on Friday and Saturday, April 27-28.

Which rookie QB will have the best season?
Sam Darnold, USC

ic new signal-caller. Darnold is strong,

Josh Allen, Wyoming

center and you’ll see good things. Just look at

Whoever goes first in the draft is going to be

coming out of a good system, despite there

Honestly, I should have labeled this “whoever

had the pieces, they brought in a solid prospect

be the Rookie of the Year candidate. Cleveland

league right now. Darnold is a sure bet and

that top spot is becoming Josh Allen’s (Wyo-

which is something

Kiper’s pick. If that happens, the likely second,

can do. Even if not

and headed to the New York Jets. Darnold

Meadowlands,

talented, and most of all, mature. He’s also

what happened with the Houston Texans. They

playing for the Browns, so that player will not

not being any USC QB’s accomplishing in the

the Broncos pick.” Because if a different QB

and boom, future franchise quarterback.

is where dreams die. Currently, it looks like

the Jets stand to offer him a great situation,

instead. But I think that, despite rumors, the

pick, is the best prospect. I actually think Allen

ming) more every day, including being Mel

the Jets very rarely

Sam Darnold is likely passed up by the Giants

landing in the

would then be my breakout pick.

Darnold can be “the

a half-decent season out of Josh McCown.

the top 5.

Here’s the thing about the Jets: they just got

guy” for any team in

That’s a feat, and I’m prone to think it had

them in 2017, they pulled out a 5-11 season.
That’s five more wins than a lot of people
thought might happen. The Jets can pull

things together with a promising and energet-

Browns will pick Sam

is overrated despite his NFL body and arm. But

STATE

when you go down the list of the best quarter-

and Allen will fall to the

backs since about 2000, almost every single

your

Broncos. This is also

one was drafted to a team that just needed a

assuming that Denver will

great signal-caller to take the next step to

take a QB instead of

contention. Tom Brady, Aaron Rodgers, Russell

picking some other player

Wilson, Ben Roethlisberger, Drew Brees (kind

or trading out of the fifth

of). Even today’s best future prospects are in

overall pick, both of which

that boat as well — Carson Wentz, Deshaun

are legitimate possibilities.

Watson, Dak Prescott, Jared Goff (ignoring his

CASE

Matt Harris - Sports staff writer
@snowmatt1417

I’m not saying Allen, or whoever the Broncos

Darnold or Baker Mayfield

more to do with the staff than the player.

Despite having a reeking awful hand dealt to

ends up going to Denver, I would pick him

The Broncos have been

the best team without a quarterback since

Peyton Manning lost his touch. They even won
a Super Bowl without top-tier QB play. Give

them someone that is actually talented under

rookie year a bit). Few quarterbacks are
drafted onto bad teams and succeed.

Jason Walker - Sports editor
@thejwalk67
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“Medititation” FROM PAGE 3
30 minutes, she said she enjoyed her experi-

“Study” FROM PAGE 3
note of what questions were incorrect and

ence.

create a study guide for that information.

guided leadership was so nice, it helped me

practice tests for their real exams as well.

“I had such a nice and relaxing time. The

not to freak out,” said Taylor.

The club meetings conclude with a discussion

of the meditation session. This discussion is

open to questions, problems or any thoughts
members would like to share.

The club is not aligned to any type of

meditation lineage or religious affiliation.

“I love this club. Everyone brings something

new to the table each week, and I appreciate
the quiet acceptance of it,” said Ryan Bott.

Bott has been coming to meditate with the
club for four semesters now.

Meditation Club meets Mondays at 12:30 in

Often professors will pull questions from their

Have confidence:
Though it may be hard, approach studying

with confidence. When studying if there is

failure on the mind, the study session won’t be
as efficient because less effort will be put into
knowing the material. On the other hand,

having the determination to pass the exam and
know the material, the study session will feel
more productive.

— neshamah4918@gmail.com

Aggie Recreation Center room 305. All
experience levels are welcome.

For more information, visit their site, or

contact usumeditationclub@gmail.com.
—brianne.sorensen@aggiemail.usu.edu
@SorensenBrianne

“Breaks” FROM PAGE 4
Watch a Youtube Video
Youtube is a place to get lost in, but watching a
few short videos can take the mind off of
studying. Some good channels to check out are
Buzzfeed, Beme News, or any other favorite
youtubers. These videos will be short and interesting to relax the mind.

Call a friend or family member
This is a fun way to interact with others to break
up study time. Calling a loved one and just
chatting about life for a little bit will be refreshing. It will leave students feeling good and allow
them to catch up with people they haven’t talked
to in awhile.

“Sleep” FROM PAGE 4
alcohol 4-6 hours before bedtime will

increase the body’s ability to sleep. Stimulants
such as nicotine and caffeine will disrupt

sleeping cues, while the depressant that is

alcohol will disrupt sleep quality and longevity.

Exercise is important
Performing physically demanding tasks two

hours before bed or more will increase the

ability to regulate a sleep schedule. The best

time to engage in exercise is the afternoon. Just
remember that strenuous activity right before
bed will result in a struggle to fall asleep.

Switch spots
Moving to a different table or different building
will give a new perspective on the task ahead. It
allows for students to stretch their legs for a

moment. A new view out the window can
motivate student to push through the next few
hours of studying. A unique spot to move to is a
hammock. They are quick, easy, and can be set up
practically anywhere on campus. Studying
outside can provide a relaxing atmosphere to
study in.

Doodle
Coloring is one of the best stress relievers. There
are tons of adults coloring books that students
can purchase. These are perfect to take a break
from studying. Mindlessly doodling also works.
Student may find that taking a few moments to
be creative will allow them to have more
beneficial study time later.
— shelby.black@aggiemail.usu.edu
@shelbsterblack

Make it a priority
Sleeping is ultimately one of the most

beneficial things a student can do to remain
productive and alert throughout their busy

days. Students should prioritize sleep and put
it on your “to-do” list and even sacrifice other
activities to ensure proper rest.

The Academic Success Center carries many

tips and help for students who struggle with a
variety of academic needs including sleep.
Drop by room 305 in the Taggart Student

Center and ask for the “Sleep and Academics”
sheet.

— Kylef217@gmail.com
@Kylelele_
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OPINION

Letter to the editor:
State of the Could-be Union
Dallin Johnson, contributor

My fellow Aggies,
I suspect that most of the 27,679 of you

enrolled at Utah State University will probably never read this or, honestly, give much

thought to what I am writing about. And to
be frank, I don’t blame you. As one of only

three student body officers to sit on both the

Academic Senate and Executive Council, I can
say with confidence that much of what

happens and gets discussed in our weekly

meetings will probably not drastically impact
your college experience. The Utah State

University Student Association (USUSA) can

Letters to the editor

A number of USUSA officers, myself includ-

ed, introduced legislation this year that would
have taken a step toward more effective
representation. Our legislation, which

proposed constitutional amendments to

equalize voting rights between USUSA’s two
elected bodies to guarantee representation

from each college, passed nearly unanimously

Letters should be limited to 400
words. All letters may be shortened,
or rejected for reasons of good taste,
redundancy or volume of similar letters.

in the Academic Senate, but failed in the

Executive Council, the only body currently

authorized to propose constitutional amend-

ments. Historically, the Executive Council has
been comprised overwhelmingly of CHaSS

and business students, whereas the Academic

Senate always includes one student from each
college. Without action by the Executive
Council, the Academic Senate’s vote of

I dream of a student government
that is willing to boldly and unapologetically represent student
interests to administrators

Letters must be topic-oriented. They
may not be directed toward any individuals. Any letter directed to a specific individual may be edited or not
printed.

No anonymous letters will be published. Writers must sign all letters
and include a phone number or email
address, as well as a student iden-

take steps to better represent you and your

approval was merely symbolic and will

as a call to recently elected officers and

otherwise.

interests, though, and I am writing this letter
students—especially students who are

remain so unless the Executive Council votes

conclusion that these systemic changes would

student association that more effectively

more effective representation. Even though

represent student interests.

Earlier this year, I traveled with other

USUSA officers and members of the Student
Involvement and Leadership Center to San

Jose State University to do an exchange with
their student government. Among other
things, we learned that the Associated

Students of San Jose State University is a

501(c)3 non-profit corporation separate from
the university whose CEO is the student body
president. This is different from USUSA,

which is sanctioned by the university. Even

though their corporation still operates under
“authority vested in the Association by the

State of California and the President of the

University” and receives, according to their

2016-2017 financial statements, 71 percent

have been the most practical way to foster

they didn’t pass, student leaders can still take
other steps to do so. I love Utah State

to boldly and unapologetically represent

tion information.

dream of a student government that is willing
student interests to administrators, similar to
their workers to employers. I dream of a

student government that is not afraid to be

bold, be loud, and be confrontational when

student interests and administration interests
compete. When students demand change, I

want their leaders to be leading the fight. This
is entirely possible in the current system, but

broader student body. Rather than a top-

down approach, it encourages a grassroots,

bottom-up approach to student government.
Becoming a non-profit corporation is not

likely for USUSA, but taking steps toward a
more representative structure is.

Writers must wait 21 days before
submitting successive letters -- no
exceptions.

it requires student leaders who are willing to
be bold and break the status quo.

If you are a student leader, do what is in

come after you. If you are a student and you

decision makers on matters important to the

stated, with all necessary identifica-

how labor unions represent the interests of

ant. It emphasizes a working relationship
ultimately allows students to be the chief

more than one individual — must
have a singular representative clearly

your charter, but also think about how you

between students and administrators that

Letters representing groups — or

University, I believe in its students, and I

($5,723,215 of $8,092,840) of its funding

from student fees, this distinction is import-

published).

Our legislative research led us to the

considering running for office next year—to
begin thinking about how they can foster a

tification number (none of which is

can make the system better for those who

recognize problems with your university, call
on your leaders to effect change. Better yet,
consider running for office yourself. You,
afterall, can be the change you seek.

The Statesman editors reserve the
right to not print every letter to the
editor. But all letters will be published
online.

Be bold, Aggies.

Your friend and soon-to-be alumnus,
Dallin

Letters can be hand-delivered or
mailed to The Statesman the TSC,
Room 118, or can be emailed to
statesman@aggiemail.usu.edu, or
click www.utahstatesman.com.

Letters to the editor are contributions from individuals throughout the Cache Valley
community. Opinions expressed in letters to the editor are not endorsements by the Utah
Statesman staff, but vehicles to promote discussion and constructive thought. It is Statesman policy to print letters to the editor as they are written, so long as they comply with
basic journalistic standards of professionalism.
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FOR ADVERTISING CONTACT:
ADVERTISING@USUSTATESMAN.COM
435.797.1775

Connect
members of
the Aggie
community
and provide a
voice for all
through
impactful,
relevant and
diverse
multimedia
coverage.

CLASSIFIED ADS
Automotive
EMERY COUNTY SURPLUS
Auto Auction, April 28, 10 am, Emery County Road Department, Castle Dale, UT. Featuring several vehicles. Wade Anderson 435-609-9741 or find on Facebook: RMA Sales Management.
Donate your car, truck or boat to heritage for the blind. Free 3
day vacation, tax deductible, free towing, all paperwork taken
care of. Call 1-800-360-4120
Donate your car for breast cancer! Help united breast foundation education, prevention, & support programs. Fast free
pickup - 24 hr response - tax deduction 1-855-507-2691.

Building Materials
METAL ROOF/WALL
Panels, Pre-engineered Metal Buildings. Mill prices for sheeting coil are at a 4 year low. You get the savings. 17 Colors prime
material, cut to your exact length. CO Building Systems
1-800-COBLDGS.

Legal
Lung Cancer? And Age 60+? You And Your Family May Be
Entitled To Significant Cash Award. Call 844-617-0410 for
Information. No Risk. No Money Out Of Pocket.

DISH TV $59.99 For 190 Channels $14.95 High Speed
Internet. Free Installation, Smart HD DVR Included, Free
Voice Remote. Some restrictions apply. Call 1-866-360-6959.
FDA-Registered Hearing Aids. 100% Risk-Free! 45-Day
Home Trial. Comfort Fit. Crisp Clear Sound. If you decide to
keep it, PAY ONLY $299 per aid. FREE Shipping. Call Hearing Help Express 1- 855-708-7910
Inventors - free information package have your product idea
developed affordably by the research & development pros and
presented to manufacturers. Call 1-877-649-5574 for a free
idea starter guide. Submit your idea for a free consultation.
SAVE on Medicare Supplement Insurance! Get a FAST and
FREE Rate Quote from Medicare.com. No Cost! No Obligation! Compare Quotes from Major Insurance Cos. Operators
Standing By. CALL 1-855-397-7745.
Medical-Grade HEARING AIDS for LESS THAN $200!
FDA-Registered. Crisp, clear sound, state of-the-art features
& no audiologist needed. Try it RISK FREE for 45 Days!
CALL 1-855-755-5496.
Suffering from Hearing Loss? You May Qualify for A ClearCaptions Phone At No Cost To You. Real-Time Phone Captioning. Free Installation. FCC Certified Provider. Contact
ClearCaptions! 1- 855-978-0281.

Personals

Miscellaneous
Were you an industrial or construction tradesman and recently diagnosed with lung cancer? You and your family may be
entitled to a significant cash award. Call 1-888-737-1846 for
your risk free consultation.

Meet singles right now! No paid operators, just real people
like you. Browse greetings, exchange messages and connect
live. Try it free. Call now: 800-359-2796.

@UtahStatesman

DENTAL Insurance
Physicians
Physicians Mutual
Mutual Insurance
Insurance Company
Company

A
A less
less expensive
expensive way
way to
to help
help get
get
the
the dental
dental care
care you
you deserve
deserve
If
If you’re
you’re over
over 50,
50, you
you can
can get
get coverage
coverage for
for about
about $1
$1 aa day*
day*
Keep
Keep your
your own
own dentist!
dentist! You
You can
can go
go to
to any
any dentist
dentist you
you want
want
No
No wait
wait for
for preventive
preventive care
care and
and no
no deductibles
deductibles –– you
you could
could get
get
aa checkup
checkup tomorrow
tomorrow

Coverage
Coverage for
for over
over 350
350 procedures
procedures –– including
including cleanings,
cleanings,
exams,
exams, fifillings,
llings, crowns…even
crowns…even dentures
dentures
NO
NO annual
annual or
or lifetime
lifetime cap
cap on
on the
the cash
cash benefi
benefits
ts you
you can
can receive
receive

FREE Information Kit

1-888-919-4729

Or www.dental50plus.com/utah
*Individual
*Individualplan.
plan.
Product
Productnot
notavailable
availableininMN,
MN,MT,
MT,NH,
NH,NM,
NM,RI,
RI,VT,
VT,WA.
WA.Acceptance
Acceptanceguaranteed
guaranteedfor
forone
oneinsurance
insurancepolicy/certificate
policy/certificateof
ofthis
thistype.
type.Contact
Contactus
us
for
for complete
complete details
details about
about this
this insurance
insurance solicitation.
solicitation. This
This specific
specific offer
offer isis not
not available
available inin CO,
CO, NY;
NY; call
call 1-800-969-4781
1-800-969-4781 or
or respond
respond for
for
similar
similaroffer.
offer.Certificate
CertificateC250A
C250A(ID:
(ID:C250E;
C250E;PA:
PA:C250Q);
C250Q);Insurance
InsurancePolicy
PolicyP150
P150(GA:
(GA:P150GA;
P150GA;NY:
NY:P150NY;
P150NY;OK:
OK:P150OK;
P150OK;TN:
TN:P150TN)
P150TN)
6096E-0917
6096E-0917
MB17-NM008Ec
MB17-NM008Ec

AARP AUTO INSURANCE
FROM THE HARTFORD
TO
TO SPEAK
SPEAK WITH
WITH AN
AN AGENT
AGENT AND
AND REQUEST
REQUEST A
A
FREE
FREE QUOTE
QUOTE CALL
CALL THE
THE HARTFORD
HARTFORD TO
TO SEE
SEE
HOW
HOW MUCH
MUCH YOU
YOU COULD
COULD SAVE:
SAVE:

1-855-527-0777
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APRIL 24 - APRIL 30

04/24 04/25 04/26 04/27 04/28 04/30
Financial Literacy
Series: Teaching Children about Money
6:30pm, Free
Logan Family Center
50 S 400 E Logan
How You Can Be a
Good Mormon and
Support, Love and
Accept LGBTQ People. Hosted by Listen
Learn and Love Productions
7:00pm, Free
TSC Auditorium
Implementing Cheap
& Cheerful Stream
Restoration Structures
9:00am
USU Fluvial Habitat
Center

Be Ready Business Disaster Preparedness
Sessions
7:30am
Bridgerland Applied
Technology College
255 W 1100 S Brigham
City
The Child’s Singing
Voice: Songs From
Around the World
4:15pm
North Park Elementary
School 2800 North 800
East, North Logan
Free Date Rape Drug
Detection Cards
5:00pm
Center for Pregnancy
Choices 90 N 100 E

The Heavenly Life
7:30pm, $8.00
Utah State University
Vendetta Red Live
1400 Old Main Hill
in Logan, Utah WhySound Venue - all Logan
ages
Passion Workshops
7:00pm, $10.00
Why Sound 30 Federal 7:00pm
TSC Hub
Ave Logan

An Iliad by Lisa Peterson and Danis O’Hare
7:30pm, Free
Black Box Theater
Ceramics Guild
Spring Sale
5:00pm
USU Fine Arts Visual
Class: Couple Links
6:30pm
Logan Library 255
North Main Street
Logan

An Iliad by Lisa Peterson and Danis O’Hare
7:30pm, Free
Black Box Theater
Heroes and Villians
7:30pm, $5.00
Eccles Ice Center
2825 N 200 E North
Logan

How to Trail Run
8:00am, Free
First Dam

Movie Monday Thor: Ragnarok
6:30pm
North Logan City
10th Annual Hispanic Library 475 E 2500 N
Health Fair/10a Feria North Logan
de la Salud
10:00am, Free
Concert with The
Logan Recreation
Octaves
Center
7:00pm
195 S 100 W
USU TSC Ballroom
Logan

Farm Animal Days
American West Heritage An Iliad by Lisa PeterCenter 4025 U.S. 89
son and Danis O’Hare
Wellsville
7:30pm, Free
Every Business Has a
Caine College of the
Story Is Yours Work- Sherry (ATX) w/ Pine, Arts
ing for You
Mountains & Molehills
7:30am
at Why Sound
Heroes and Villians
Bridgerland Applied
Why Sound
7:30pm, $5.00
Technology College
30 Federal Ave
Eccles Ice Center 2825
255 W 1100 S Brigham Logan
N 200 E North Logan
City
PoBev
Helicon West
9:00pm
7:00pm
USU TSC
USU Merrill-Cazier
Library

